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Beside the standard range, your Comfort Seat can be made in any colour or material you want or 
choose the foam quality you desire. You can also customise your Comfort Seat with your own logo. 

Visit our website for all the models, available colours, technical information and 
our new developments. 

For more information feel free to contact us.

create your own comfortzone, anytime, anywhere...
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Select Loungebed
The Comfort Seat Loungebed  is an extraordinary lounging solution. Its internal frame with an integrated hinge system makes it 
completely adjustable, providing you with the comfort and the support you deserve. 
Standard model is available in 2 di�erent sizes. The Loungebed can also be custom-made to suit your own personal taste.

Create your own comfortzone , anytime, anywhere.

The Comfort Seat combines quality and relaxation in an innovative design. 

It is made of polyether foam and has an internal metal frame with unique integrated hinges which enable you to 
adjust the back into many positions. Extra back support is unnecessary.

The Comfort Seat has no legs or sharp edges, so it will not cause any 
damage or injury. The standard Comfort Seat upholstery is a colourfast, 

water-repellent acrylic material which is decay and mould resistant. The 
bottom-side is equipped with a waterproof, protective, non-skid layer. 

This prevents it from sliding on wet or slippery surfaces.

The Comfort Seat is light and easy to carry.  So whether you 
want to relax on board or for other outdoor activities, the 

Comfort Seat is the ideal sitting and lounge cushion for you.

Classic Regular
The most popular size of the marine range, a compact version for all sitting and reclining positions. Other smaller versions in the 
Classic range are the Small and the Tender. The Classic Small makes it ideal for children or places where space is limited. 
The Classic Tender, �xing this small cushion to the bench of your dinghy, is easy due to the attached Velcro strips.

Classic Large
The longest  version of the Classic line which gives you more comfort in reclining positions. Also available in a lightweight 
aluminium version, with an extra hinge mechanism under the knees. This creates even more comfort as you recline and is also 
useful as a cockpit cushion.
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